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Editorial
Dear readers,
This year’s fair season got off to a
great start with TEFAF Maastricht. We
were delighted to see so many of you
there, and we hope very much that
you will also have an opportunity to
experience TEFAF’s exquisite new offshoot, TEFAF New York. Although the
Quarterly will not be published until
after TEFAF New York Spring, I have
been taking advantage of the lull between the two fairs to do some thinking out loud, as it were, on how the
market is developing.

tomer is bound to conclude that the
prices were inflated all along. After
all, the only way to engage in this
kind of haggling and to give customers the illusory satisfaction of having
“driven a hard bargain” without ruining oneself in the process is to price
everything on the high side. That,
however, not only corrodes the confidence that buyers should have in
the classic art trade, but it also plays
straight into the hands of the auction
houses, where prices are dictated by
the market without further ado.

TEFAF Maastricht was as beautiful as
ever and its visitor numbers have re- A BLACK-FIGURE CUP WITH HOPLITES. H. 23.5. Clay, red and white paint. As a traditional business, Gallery
Attic, 3rd quarter of 6th cent. B.C.
CHF 28,000
mained more or less constant. There
Cahn remains committed to the ideal
were definitely more Chinese there –
– as old-fashioned as it may sound –
among them several institutional buyers – greater transparency made possible by the of a partnership based on mutual trust bewhose impartial curiosity was refreshing. availability of information on the internet – tween art dealer and art collector. For what
There was also a noticeable increase in the to which there can be no objection, of course. really counts at the end of the day is not raknumber of American visitors, which could As a dealer, however, I try to distance myself ing in huge profits or chalking up sensational
well be a consequence of TEFAF’s presence from the “bazaar mentality” that has crept up sales figures, but rather cultivating long-term
in New York. The dealers in Maastricht re- on us over the past few years, bringing with relations with people who share our passion
ported mixed results. It seems sales were it absurd demands for discounts of 25 per for the art and culture of Antiquity.
buoyant for some and sluggish for others. cent and over. Given the existence of such
The political climate and historic election in expectations, I think it is worth reminding In this spirit, I wish you a pleasurable time
the Netherlands looming that same weekend ourselves that the relationship between buyer in the company of this issue of Cahn’s Quarcould well have dampened customers’ readi- and vendor should be one of trust. Trust in terly.
ness to spend.
its turn presupposes that a dealer’s prices are
calculated on the basis of legitimate, but not
For some time now I have observed a height- excessive, margins. If a dealer accedes to a
ened sensitivity to price on the part of col- buyer’s demand for an overly generous dislectors. Doubtless this is in part due to the count, that trust evaporates, since the cus-

PALAEOLITHIC TO CONTEMPORARY – ICONS AND TOOLS
A Joint Project by Jocelyn Wolff and Jean-David Cahn during Art Basel
Opening: Tuesday, 13 June, 8-10 p.m.
Wednesday-Friday, 14-16 June, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturday, 17 June, 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
Venue: Gallery Cahn, Malzgasse 23, Basel
Read more on pp. 7-10
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Discovered for You

Laurion – of Silver a Veritable Fountain,
a Treasure Chest in their Soil
From lead ore to coins
By Gerburg Ludwig
When, in Aeschylus’ tragedy The Persians,
Atossa, mother of Xerxes I, asks the chorus
of Persian Elders what makes the Athenians
so special, their leader also tells her of their
wealth: “Of silver they possess a veritable fountain, a treasure chest in their soil.”
(Aeschylus, The Persians, 238). The reference
is to the rich deposits of ore in the Laurion Hills of south-eastern Attica, which from
6th-4th century B.C. assured the polis of Athens of financial power and wealth.
Even today, the region is dotted with slag
heaps both ancient and modern, headframes
and smelting plants dating from the 19th and
20th centuries, and, somewhat less obviously,
with the relics of ancient mineral processing.
Thanks to sophisticated investigation techniques, especially below ground, we can reconstruct both the geology and the mining
and extraction methods used in Antiquity. As
a western spur of the Attic-Cycladic Metamorphic Complex, the Laurion Hills consist
of irregular strata of marble and slate. The
silver-rich galena (lead ore) occurred either
as a horizontal contact layer on the layer
boundaries in the slate or as a vertical stock
through all strata.
Extraction began in the uppermost contact
layer, in some instances above ground, as
the hollowed-out rock faces and mouth holes
of short galleries show. Later on, shafts were
sunk to afford access to deeper, richer zones.
At least 2000 shafts on an area of ca. 150
km2 have been preserved, some of them up to
120 m deep. The miners extracted ca. 40 kg
rock per man per day. The duration of each
shift was defined by oil lamps that burned for
approx. 10 hours. The ore-containing rock
was removed via the shafts using ladders and
rope winches, the holes to secure which are
still visible in the shaft walls. The conditions
underground must have been inhuman, since
the galleries were very narrow, poorly ventilated, and extremely hot. Not by chance were
most of the miners slaves – as recommended
by Xenophon in his treatise on revenues (Poroi, IV, 22 ff.).
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Fig. 1 Rectangular ore-washing facility in Agrileza. © Heinz Schmitz outis.info/archaia_f/1611/laureion.html

Above ground, the initial processing was
done in ergasteria, as evidenced by the remains of millstones and rectangular stone
mills. Rings of limestone of 7-8 m in diameter were recently identified as a second
type of stone mill. The aim was to obtain
as uniform a grain size as possible for the
ore-washing process, which entailed using
jets of water to flush the ground rock across
a sloping surface into a system of rectangular
channels (fig. 1). First the pure ore and then
the ore-containing rock, each according to its
specific weight, settled on different levels and
dried.
The small blast furnace used to smelt the
lead ore was supplied with air via bellows.
Whatever slag was left over was removed and
the silver-containing lead poured into a cupel and heated in a cupellation furnace with
a constant air intake to 900-970 degrees,
whereupon it oxidized and was run off as
litharge. As silver does not oxidize at these
temperatures, it collected in the bottom of
the cupel. The silver could be further refined
by repeating the process. Litharge, converted into lead, was used by both builders and
sculptors.

The Athenian mint near the agora was supplied with small bars of silver, which it melted
and cast into planchets. Placed on an obverse
stamp on the anvil with a movable reverse
stamp laid on top of it, each planchet was
struck by means of a hammer blow.
By nationalizing the mines, granting mining
concessions to individual entrepreneurs – as
evidenced by deeds and border markers inside
the mines – and distributing the profits, the
Tyrant Peisistratos (546-527 B.C.) shrewdly
gave citizens a share in Athens’ economic
prosperity. The minting of standardized coins
began, among them the tetradrachm that
would dominate the eastern Mediterranean
region right up to Alexander the Great’s rise
to power. The tetradrachm from Athens (fig.
2) on offer here was minted at the time of the
Peisistratids. The canonical obverse shows a
helmeted Athena, goddess of the polis, and
the reverse an owl, the beast symbolizing
wisdom and discernment traditionally shown
at her side, inside a square field (quadratum
incusum). The olive branch affirms the alliance with the goddess. The letters ΑθE tell us
of the coin’s origins; thus it came to symbolize the identity of the polis.
CQ
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Gallery

“La Biennale Paris – en marche”
By Jean-David Cahn
This autumn, Gallery Cahn will participate in
the Biennale Paris (11-17 September) for the
first time since 1990. This fair, which was
called the Biennale des Antiquaires before it
was renamed in 2016, was once the glory of
Paris. Held in the superb Grand Palais, it was
the meeting place of “tout Paris”. The French
aristocracy, art lovers and intellectuals gathered there and I vividly recollect seeing Jacques
Chirac and his entourage viewing the exhibits.
However, the Biennale underwent a deep crisis that was in many ways symptomatic of the
situation in general in France. After protracted
internal conflicts, the fair was fundamentally
overhauled and last year it was re-launched
as an annual event. The number of jewellery
companies was reduced significantly, giving
the fair a new focus on fine art. A more modern design also reflects the new spirit of the
Biennale which is now managed by a young

The Grand Palais, Paris, is the venue of the Biennale Paris which will be held from 11-17 September 2017. © Biennale

and innovative team directed by Mathias Ary
Jan. A newly established committee headed by
the collector and philanthropist Christopher
Forbes guarantees the quality of the exhibitors.
Although last year’s Biennale was overshadowed by the terrorist attacks in Paris, the fair
was well visited. Especially the French pub-

Fig. 2: A TETRADRACHM, ATHENS. 17.19 g. Silver. Greek, 594–510 B.C. CHF 12,000

Around forty years later, when the Persians
were preparing to launch yet another invasion of Greece, the statesman Themistocles
ordered a renewal of the Athenian war fleet.
This would have been unthinkable without
the revenues from the Laurion Hills: Themistocles persuaded the Athenians to invest their
share of the profits from the silver mines in
the navy; hence the key role played by Athens in the victory against the Persians in the
naval Battle of Salamis in 480 B.C.
The coins made their way westward as well,
for instance as payment for grain imports
from Sicily, where the shortage of silver
ore had to be compensated by imports from
abroad. The melting down or restriking of
foreign coins was also a common practice. In
the same year as the Battle of Salamis, Gelo,
Tyrant of Syracuse, defeated the CarthaginCQ

lic showed great interest. This year’s edition
promises to be very exciting and will be host
to a stunning special exhibition featuring the
Collection Barbier-Mueller. I am delighted and
honoured that Gallery Cahn was invited to exhibit at the Biennale Paris and I look forward
to welcoming you there.

Fig 3: A TETRADRACHM, SYRACUSE. 17.29 g. Silver. Western Greek, ca. 480-475 B.C.
		
CHF 7,200

ians who had been summoned to aid its enemy cities at Himera. The second tetradrachm
on sale at the Cahn Gallery (fig. 3) dates from
this period. The quadriga on the obverse is a
reference to the founding of Syracuse under
the auspices of a priest of Zeus from Olympia. Later, athletes sent to Olympia performed
especially well at horse-racing. The nymph
Arethusa and four dolphins on the reverse
are local references, specifically to a natural
spring of the same name on the peninsula
of Ortygia before Syracuse, while dolphins
were reputed to escort ships and seafarers to
safety. The motifs and the naming of the city,
this time in full (ΣΥΡΑ-ΚΟΣΙΟ-Ν), once again
serve as a badge of identity for the polis.
But back to Laurion: When Sparta laid siege
to Dekeleia in Attica in the Peloponnesian
War of 413 B.C. the slave miners of Laurion

switched sides in large numbers. The ensuing
collapse of mining activities necessitated the
mobilization of the state’s reserves. Competition from the silver mines of Macedonia in
the 4th century B.C. put an end to the last
flowering of mining in the region and ushered in its demise. Around the beginning of
the new millennium, Strabo, in his Geography (IX, 399), tells of the decline in mining
and of the paltriness of the yields; but he
also praises the miners, who were skilled and
knowledgeable enough to extract silver even
from old slag.
Sources:
D. Morin-A. Photiades, Les Mines Antiques du Laurion.
La puissance d´Athènes, BT Bibliotèque de travail, no.
1164 (Mouans-Sartoux Cedex 2005)
C. Howgego, Geld in der antiken Welt (Darmstadt 2000)
H. Kalcyk, Untersuchungen zum attischen Silberbergbau.
Gebietsstruktur, Geschichte und Technik, Diss. Munich
1981 (Frankfurt a. M. 1982)
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The Debate

The Legal Trade with Egyptian Art
The former Egyptian Antiquities Minister Mamdouh al-Damaty dispels clichés about the export
of Egyptian artefacts
A press statement by the International Association of Dealers in Ancient Art
development of the current laws
to protect antiquities and ban
this habit.” Foreign archaeological missions were also allowed to
take a percentage of the artefacts
they discovered in Egypt, making
it impossible for Egypt to recover
these artefacts now, because they
were legally exported, he said. In
fact, Damaty went as far as stating that the majority of Egyptian
artefacts abroad had been legally
exported.
His speech came as Egypt’s ongoing financial problems led to
the suspension of 14 restoration
projects and cutbacks in measures
to protect archaeological sites,
reports said. Significantly, before
the coup the Antiquities Ministry
paid for all the projects itself and
was a net contributor to government coffers, whereas now it depends on central funding.
The Temple of Dendur in The Metropolitan Museum, New York, was threatened by flooding from Lake Nasser and therefore removed. It
was presented to the United States as a gift from the Egyptian government in recognition of the American contribution to the international campaign to save the ancient Nubian monuments.

Egypt’s former Antiquities Minister has said
that retrieving Egyptian artefacts from abroad
is not in Egypt’s interests, news sources from
within the country report.
Prof. Mamdouh al-Damaty, an Egyptologist
who was Minister from 2014-2016 and believes that displaying his country’s heritage
in other nations promotes Egypt across the
world, also pointed out that the majority of
Egyptian artefacts abroad were legally exported before laws were introduced to ban exports.
Vincent Geerling, chairman of the International Association of Dealers in Ancient Art
(IADAA), has welcomed Damaty’s speech,
and is calling on the authorities in Egypt
to take note. Geerling has also suggested
that re-introducing licensed sales of minor
artefacts might be a way of helping Egypt
to finance the urgently needed protection of
archaeological sites.
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“At IADAA, we have been campaigning for
years on the issue of what has and hasn’t been
legally exported, while watching with dismay
as international bodies introduce inappropriate policy to deal with perceived wrongs that,
for the most part, do not exist,” said Geerling. “So much of what Prof. Damaty is saying is exactly what we have been arguing for
a long time now, but our views have been
ignored or dismissed. Hopefully, now someone as distinguished and knowledgeable as
Egypt’s former Antiquities Minister has put
forward the same arguments, we will all be
listened to.”
Those arguments acknowledge the fact that
Egypt traded its artefacts legally over long periods, including in the 20th century, when the
Cairo Museum had its own saleroom (see CQ
4/2016, pp. 4-5). “In many other cases,” one
news report quoted Damaty, “artefacts were
presented by Egypt's kings as gifts to foreign
dignitaries, rulers and officials, before the

“Until recently,” Geerling said,
“Egyptian embassies challenged
the sale of many artefacts, that
had been in collections for decades and more,
at fairs or auction, without providing any evidence at all to show that they were stolen.
The current Egyptian authorities’ view is that
unless collectors, dealers and auction houses can demonstrate an unbroken provenance
from when an object was excavated, it should
be deemed illicit – guilty until proved innocent, if you like. That is legally flawed.”
He argues that following the spirit of the former Antiquities Minister’s speech, such a policy needs to be replaced by something more
positive. “Egypt had a legal trade in antiquities up until around 40 years ago. Why not
revive a properly licensed, self-sustaining legal trade in minor objects that are of no great
importance to Egypt’s national heritage,” he
asks, adding that “the trade can help Egypt
create a revenue stream to finance the necessary protection of archaeological sites, as it is
obliged to do under Article 5 of the UNESCO
1970 convention.”
CQ
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My Choice

A Royal Inscription
By Jean-David Cahn
Persian inscription, and the decoration encircling the outside, which consists of pointed
leaves with central ribs. The inscription can
be translated as "... Great, King of Kings...".
Why do I like this object so much? Even the
material in its own right is fantastic: smooth,
dense, and of a wonderfully deep, almost
black colour. The masterly graphic design
which focusses on the pure essentials also
greatly impresses me. The frieze of pointed
leaves is delicately sculpted with flowing
transitions between the convex and concave
surfaces. The ornamental inscription in a late
cuneiform script is fragmentary like the object itself. It speaks mysteriously to us, like an
oracle, about a king whose name is not given.
The fragment does not give away its secret
and thus excites the imagination. We wonder
if maybe King Darius the Great is meant –
one of the most important figures in Persian
history who held a great fascination for the
Greeks, too.

A FRAGMENT WITH A ROYAL INSCRIPTION. H. 9.3 cm. Grey limestone. Achaemenid, 5th cent. B.C.

This fragment comes from the upper end of a
monumental, bell-shaped column base which
was roughly 120 cm in diameter. It may have

CHF 36,000

It is enthralling to possess such an artwork –
a personal piece which one can put on one’s
desk and which unites aesthetic pleasure with
historical import.

graced the throne room of an Achaemenid
royal residence. Preserved are the resting
surface for the column, part of an ancient

Sources:
The Egyptian Independent: http://goo.gl/EbfgZj
Egyptian Streets: http://goo.gl/HV8gK4
For further information, contact
Vincent Geerling: chairman@iadaa.org
or Ivan Macquisten: ivan@imacq.com
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AN IMPRESSIVE STATUETTE OF AN IBIS. L. 46.5 cm. Wood, stucco, black colour. Egypt, Late Period, 26th-30th Dynasty.
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The Debate

Join Us at the 2017 CARC Workshop
By Peter Stewart

The Greek hero Neoptolemos kills a Trojan captive. This scene was reproduced across Roman works of art from different periods and places.

The Classical Art Research Centre at Oxford
University is perhaps best known for the Beazley Archive, the physical and virtual archive
of ancient Greek pottery at its heart. But our
remit covers the whole of ancient Graeco-Roman art, broadly defined, and in recent years
we have worked to stimulate and support
new ideas and insights across the field. Free
and open-minded debate is fundamental to
this mission.
Since 2014 CARC has held annual, two-day,
international workshops enabled by the generous support of Jean-David Cahn (who is
an Oxford archaeology alumnus) and Tony
Michaels. Featuring presentations from international scholars addressing key topics in the
study of Greek and Roman art, these workshops are open to anyone to attend for free.
The emphasis is on free-flowing debate and
often friendly disagreement. As much time is
devoted to discussion as to the presentations
and the audiences are varied. We encourage
students and non-academics in the audience
to participate in the conversations.
The first workshop Etruscan Art to Roman
Art? A Reappraisal addressed an old theme
which has become a hot topic. What, if anything, did later Roman art owe to the Etruscans, or did Roman art (as one eminent
scholar has suggested) essentially begin with

the sack of Syracuse in 211 B.C.? In 2015 the
workshop Replicas in Roman Art encouraged
participants to try and understand the Romans’ motivations for picking and choosing
from the heritage of the Greek past. Finally,
in 2016, The Maker's Share in Greek Art took
us firmly back into the Classical Greek period, seeking to cast new light on what individual artists contributed to the development
of Greek art, and how we might try, cautiously, to recover them from the fragmentary archaeological and textual record.
In an era when academics are under pressure
to publish and deliver research “outputs”, the
workshops have adopted an unusual policy,
which sometimes shocks participants but
nearly always delights them too. We start
each workshop without any plans to publish
the proceedings; any ideas about publishing
the results in a single volume should come
spontaneously from the participants rather
than being presented as a necessary duty. The
result is that speakers have felt free to explore ideas and, as we know from their feedback from past events, the workshops have
percolated gradually in their minds, stimulating published research in a variety of venues
further down the line.

The next CARC workshop on 28-29 September 2017 is called Transmission: The Migration of Iconography in Classical Art. It will
examine the mysterious processes by which
mythological imagery and other scenes in
Greek and Roman art travelled across space
and through time, jumping between artistic
media. We hope that you will be able to join
us in person or online! For free booking contact carc@classics.ox.ac.uk and for details
and updates check our website: www.carc.
ox.ac.uk

Nevertheless, we do want the events to reach
the broadest possible audience, and with this

Why I sponsor the CARC workshop
What delights me most about the CARC workshop is that it makes the spirit of the
ancient symposium come alive. The focus is on discussion and the exchange of ideas,
something that is stimulated exactly because the proceedings are not published in written form. This has a liberating effect both on speakers and listeners. Top archaeologists
from Europe and the USA are happy to participate despite their busy schedules because
they are not burdened with the obligation to publish, and in the discussions critical and
experimental thoughts can be voiced with greater ease. I am also pleased that many
students make use of the opportunity offered by the workshop to meet international experts in an unintimidating and friendly setting. I am very happy to make such an event
possible together with its co-sponsor Tony Michaels, and encourage you to join us on
28-29 September, either in Oxford or live online.			
Jean-David Cahn
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in mind, the last workshop was filmed for a
live webcast, which hugely expanded the audience and reached viewers across the world
who were unable to attend in person. The recording of The Maker's Share in Greek Art is
now publicly available as a University of Oxford podcast. In light of the CARC workshops'
success, we have also adopted the format of
the annual CARC workshops for a new initiative called Gandhara Connections: Cross-Cultural Links in Central Asian Art (kindly supported by the Bagri Foundation and the Neil
Kreitman Foundation). This new project aims
to bring together expertise and pool knowledge about the Buddhist art of ancient Pakistan and its connections to classical culture.

Peter Stewart is Director of the Classical Art Research Centre, Associate Professor of Classical Art and Archaeology,
and a Fellow of Wolfson College Oxford.
He has worked widely on the subject of
Classical art, especially Roman sculpture.
CQ

Katinka Bock, Winterchamäleon (Mantel). H. 150 cm. Coat, copper dust, salt. 2016.

PALAEOLITHIC TO CONTEMP

A Joint Project by Jocelyn Wolff and

Opening: Tuesday, 1
Wednesday-Friday, 14 Saturday, 17 June

Venue: Gallery Cahn,

Most of the artists whom I work with look
at and analyse archaeological objects, tools,
funerary objects and works of art (categories
that often blend together in the eyes of the
contemporary beholder). For them, the field
of archaeology is equally a source of inspiration and a critical tool, and they use it to situate themselves more consciously in their own
time, suspended as they are in a vertiginous
genealogy of forms. The world of archaeology
is parallel to and consubstantial with that

Galerie Jocelyn Wolff

•

of art history, and the question of the artist,
or of authorship, if you prefer, is constantly
posed. When Jean-David Cahn invited me to
work with Katinka Bock, Guillaume Leblon
and Francisco Tropa on an exhibition in his
gallery at Malzgasse in Basel, I immediately accepted as it presented an opportunity to
extend the exercise in relational contrasting
between contemporary artworks and archaeological objects that we first envisaged for
the joint exhibition staged at the Brussels

78, rue Julien-Lacroix

•

F-75020 Paris

•

Independent in 2016. Minimalist, rough and
refined at the same time, the gallery at Malzgasse is a perfect showcase for an exhibition
bringing together the inquiry of these three
sculptors, who develop both conceptual discourse (the process, the deconstruction of the
image…) and expertly play with the choice
and combination of materials.
Jocelyn Wolff

+33 1 42 03 05 65

•

galeriewolff.com

PORARY – ICONS AND TOOLS

d Jean-David Cahn during Art Basel

13 June, 8-10 p.m.
16 June, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
e, 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

, Malzgasse 23, Basel

Art visualizes what counts ultimately. Thus a
work of art has the power to move us, even
if thousands of years have passed since its
creation, as is the case with ancient art, or
it employs an artist’s own highly personal
idiom, as is typical of contemporary art. As
works that derive their formal beauty from
their function and that were not created as
works of art as such, prehistoric artefacts, in
particular, rely on the gaze of the beholder
to become art. But the viewer also plays a
crucial role in relation to those works of contemporary art that wish to be understood as
the utterance or manifesto of one particular
individual. The viewer must acquiesce to the
absolute freedom of expression that is a defining characteristic of all contemporary art.
Everything is allowed; there is no standardizing based on social norms; yet despite the
boundlessness of art, it can still be comprehended. This capacity of the beholder to per-

Gallery Cahn

•

ceive art as art, indeed to generate art through
the act of perceiving it as such, is a fascinating
phenomenon! It is also what inspired me to
embark on this project with Jocelyn Wolff. As
a continuation of the conceptual work of our
joint show at the Brussels Independent 2016,
which incidentally aroused considerable interest among both visitors and media alike,
it is premised on the notion of dialogue between works of ancient art and the cutting-edge contemporary art displayed alongside them. What is new is that this time, we
have ventured deep into the realms of prehistory, far beyond the well-trodden ground of
historically documented civilizations and periods. The oldest object shown here was made
an astonishing 200,000 years ago! What happens when such an artefact from the dawn of
humanity is brought face to face with a work
created just a few months ago? What does
such an encounter tell us about what it means

Malzgasse 23

•

CH-4052 Basel

•

to be human – and about our true selves?
Jocelyn Wolff and I selected works by Katinka Bock, Francisco Tropa, and Guillaume
Leblon for this visual experiment. All three
artists take a very haptic approach to their
materials and in this respect are similar to
the artists and craftsmen of Antiquity and
prehistory. Unlike their ancient forebears,
however, they also like to avail themselves
of alienating effects, as does Francisco Tropa,
for example, when he reproduces pebbles in
bronze, or Katinka Bock, when she creates a
sculpture out of a winter coat, copper dust,
and salt. I am very much looking forward to
working together with Jocelyn Wolff again
and with the artists he represents, and am delighted to have this opportunity of sharing
this exciting project with you.
Jean-David Cahn

+41 61 271 67 55

•

mail@cahn.ch

•

cahn.ch

Upper Paleolithic Period, Head of an Animal. H. 8 cm. Coarse-grained stone. Ca. 40000-12000 B.C.
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Intricate and Playful – Ornamentation in Antiquity

New Artworks Monthly
on www.cahn.ch
A BLACK-FIGURE NECK-AMPHORA. H. 33.5 cm. Clay.
A: Quadriga, hoplites and Athena (in the Gigantomachy?). B: Warriors in close-quarter combat. Reassembled from fragments, with very slight losses. A prominent kiln-dent on each side. On the reserved underside
of the foot, a graffito: sigma-epsilon ligature. This small,
well-preserved neck-amphora is a typical product of late
sixth-century Athenian black-figure pottery, which was
still produced in some quantities for the export market
during the rising ascendancy of red-figure. In style,
it has points of contact with works by the Euphiletos
Painter, the Painter of Villa Giulia M 482, and the RedLine Painter. Formerly W. Rosenbaum, Ascona, before
1984. Attic, ca. 510-500 B.C.		 CHF 38,000

A RED-FIGURE CALYX-KRATER, ATTRIBUTED TO THE
NIOBID PAINTER. H. 26 cm. Clay. This medium-sized,
thick-rimmed krater with short, upturned handles, stands
on a foot in two degrees with convex ring. Side A shows
a warrior departing for battle: At the left edge is a woman
facing right, clad in a floral chiton and himation with a
fillet in her hair, holding an oinochoe in her hand. Facing
her in the middle is a warrior in full armour with Attic
helmet, lance and large round shield facing left, holding
a phial for the parting libation in his right hand. Unusually, a shield apron drapes down from the middle of the
outside of his shield. The Doric column between the two
figures partially obscures the phial. Behind the warrior is
the bearded master of the house with cloak and sceptre,
facing left. Side B shows another valedictory scene: The
woman at left wearing a chiton and cloak is handing a
phial to the man facing her at right, a warrior with pilos
helmet leaning on a staff. Overhanging the two scenes
is a moulded ledge with an encircling ovolos followed
by a band of ivy in black, both finely framed, above it.
Adorning the outside of the step defining the shoulder of
the vessel is a frieze of double, right-facing maeanders
interrupted by crossed tiles. Above the handles on either
side are two palmettes leading into elaborate, volute-like
coiled tendrils, some with lotus flowers. Reassembled;
handle restored; foot not original; a fragment on the rim
restored; surface losses refilled. Formerly private coll.,
Paris, before 1970. Thereafter Auction Pierre Bergé, 27
January 2009, lot 351. Thereafter Royal Athena Galleries,
New York, 2010. Attic, ca. 450-440 B.C. Price on request
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A SMALL RED-FIGURE LEKYTHOS. H. 11.8 cm. Clay. The
ornamental decoration on the front of the body of the
lekythos is divided into three friezes: a band of maeander at the top, palmettes and volutes in the centre and a
band of laurel at the bottom. The reverse of the lekythos
is glazed black. Two concentric bands of tongues on
the flat shoulder. The robust, offset foot adorned with
a fine groove. Interior and exterior of mouth, exterior
of handle, top and part of the side of the foot glazed
black. Neck and handle reattached, neck filled with stucco. Glaze partially abraded. Formerly Coll. J.M. E., New
York, acquired from Gallery G. Puhze, Freiburg, in October 1984. Attic, ca. 450-425 B.C.
CHF 3,000

A RED-FIGURE TREFOIL OINOCHOE. H. 18.9 cm. Clay, red and white paint. This bulbous oinochoe with trefoil mouth
belongs to the group of Phlyax vases, a group of vases from Lower Italy, whose scenes can be traced back to the comic
dramas of Greek theatre. Our vase shows a pot-bellied comic actor with naked upper body, breeches, mantle, conical
hat and over-long, almost erect sex. The picture field is framed by a wave pattern at top and bottom and an arrow
frieze on either side. Ring foot and rim slightly worn. Paint slightly chipped in places. Formerly Swiss art market,
February 1983. Campanian or Apulian, 4th cent. B.C.		
CHF 18,500

A FRAGMENT OF A PILASTER CAPITAL. H. 28 cm. Marble. A volute curls upwards between two acanthus leaves.
Above it, a row of alternating acanthus and lanceolate leaves crowned by a Lesbian cymation. Traces of the original polychromy preserved. Lower right corner slightly worn. Formerly Coll. Marchioness of Dufferin and Ava,
1960s-1970s. Previously Coll. Julian Sands. Roman, 2nd half of 1st cent. A.D.
CHF 22,000
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A PILLAR FRAGMENT. H. 15 cm. Limestone. Fragment
of a pillar sawn up in Antiquity with a relief on two
sides. On one side a coiled tendril with panicle and
cupped leaves, on the other a bell flower sprouting another coiled tendril. Worn, with chipped edges in places.
Formerly Coll. Max Hagemann, prior to 1964. Southern
Italy, 2nd half of 4th cent. B.C.
CHF 1,800
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A RED-FIGURE JUG WITH SPOUT. H. 16 cm. Clay, black glaze. Squat, bellied body on flat base, wide neck with everted rim, broad strap handle that juts over the rim and tubular spout on the shoulder. To the right of the spout, a nude
satyr wearing shoes and holding a thyrsos staff in his left hand is seated on a wine amphora. He holds an offering
bowl with his left hand. A stele and an open window before him. To the left of the spout, a nude satyr shouldering
a thyrsos staff dances in front of a krater that stands on the ground. A suspended ivy vine and a drinking horn on
the ground enliven the background. A band of ovolos around the neck, wave pattern around the rim and a frieze of
lines around the base of the spout. Palmettes below the handle. Polychromy partially faded, red preliminary drawing
visible. Reassembled from fragments, smaller lacunae restored. Priv. coll. Basel, acquired from Cahn Auktionen AG,
Basel, Auction 1, 25.9.2006, lot 441. Lucanian, early 4th cent. B.C.
CHF 38,000

A FISH-PLATE. Dm 18.6 cm. Clay, white and pink
paint. Flat plate on low foot with broad overhanging
lip adorned by a wave band on the exterior. Four bream
swimming clockwise around the centre in red-figure
technique. A rosette in the central concavity. Reassembled out of large fragments. Formerly priv. coll. L.A.
County, USA, acquired prior to 2000. Western Greek,
Apulian, ca. 340-320 B.C.
CHF 8,800

A PILASTER WITH RELIEF DECORATION. H. 25.5 cm.
Marble. All four sides of this decorative fragment of a
pillar are sculpted in low relief. One of the two broader
sides is adorned by a female figure, possibly a maenad,
whose cloak is slung over her left shoulder and passed
below her left armpit. She holds a flower in her raised
left hand and wears a wreath or fillet on her head. The
opposite side is decorated by a luxuriant flower arrangement with a lotus blossom flanked by ears of grain. Both
of the narrow sides are adorned by a tendril of flowers.
All four picture fields are bordered by a profiled frame.
Upper part of an architectural element which may have
formed the base of a candelabrum. Slightly worn. Formerly Swiss art market, February 1983. Roman, late 1st
cent. B.C.-early 1st cent. A.D.
CHF 22,000

A NESTORIS (XENON GROUP). H. 16.8 cm. Clay. Biconical; loop strap handles; profiled foot. Decorated with a
vine motif on A and an olive branch on B; ornamental
friezes. Reassembled, two fragments of lower part restored. Xenon Group. Formerly Estate Wladimir Rosenbaum (1894–1984), before 1984. Western Greek, Apulian, 3rd quarter of 4th-early 3rd cent. B.C. CHF 1,800

A SMALL RED-FIGURE LEKYTHOS. H. 11.4 cm. Clay.
Vessel for storing oil with slender neck, trumpet-shaped
mouth, a body that broadens slightly and disc-foot
(shape of the Petit Palais Type, cf. J.D. Beazley, Attic
Red-Figure Vase-Painters, Oxford2 1963, 675 f.). A frieze
of lines on the reserved shoulder, below it, four palmettes
linked by tendrils. The body of the vessel is bordered at
the top by a maeander. The picture field depicts a cloaked
youth to left holding the knotty staff typical of Athenian
citizens in his outstretched right hand. The left arm below the garment is akimbo. Traces of a white fillet visible in his short hair. The facial features with heavy chin
are typical of the Severe Style. Minor wear to surface
retouched, paint partially abraded. From the estate of a
Swiss private collector; object was acquired 1987 from
Fortuna, Zurich. Attic, ca. 480 B.C.		 CHF 2,800
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Recipe from Antiquity

“Aërii mellis caelestia dona”
Beekeeping and honey cakes in ancient Rome
By Yvonne Yiu
description of the uncanny, trumpet-like call
made by the freshly hatched queen in order
to seek out her rivals, and of the dramatic
departure of a swarm from the hive!

Placenta after a recipe by Cato the Elder. A VICTORY. H. 16.5 cm. Bronze. Roman, 2nd half of 1st-2nd cent. A.D.
CHF 23,800. AN OIL LAMP. L. 12 cm. Bronze. Roman, 1st cent. B.C.-2nd cent. A.D. CHF 18,000. AN AMPHORISKOS.
H. 15 cm. Glass. Eastern Mediterranean, 3rd-4th cent. B.C. CHF 4,500. A SMALL BOTTLE. H. 7 cm. Glass. Roman,
1st cent. A.D. CHF 2,200.

“But among them all, the first rank, and our
especial admiration, ought, in justice, to be
accorded to bees, which alone, of all the insects, have been created for the benefit of
man. They collect honey, that sweetest and
most refined and most health-giving of juices. They model combs and wax that serves
a thousand practical purposes, they endure
toil, they construct works, they have a government and individual enterprises and collective leaders, and, a thing that is the most
remarkable of all, have their own code of
morals (rem publicam habent, consilia privatim quoque, at duces gregatim et, quod
maxime mirum sit, mores habent).” (Pliny the
Elder, Hist. Nat., XI, 4).
The people of Antiquity were fascinated to
observe a rationality and virtuousness in the
behaviour of these “minute creatures” that
was similar to that exercised by human beings, and, in fact, even excelled it. For, as
Pliny goes on to explain in his Historia Naturalis, which he completed in ca. 77 A.D.,
“they recognize only the common interest
(quod nihil novere nisi commune).” (XI, 4).
The great poet Virgil, too, was full of admiration for the bees’ “small society” to which
he devoted the fourth book of the Georgics
(37-29 B.C.). His description of the strict division of labour practiced in the hive already
corresponds closely to our present state of
14

knowledge: “Some are responsible for food
and by a fixed agreement keep busy in the
fields, others stay within the walls and […]
suspend the clinging honey cells. Others are
appointed to bring up the young, the future
of the race, while others still pack the honey,
the purest honey, and stuff the cells with perfect nectar. Some [are] allotted to be sentries
at the alighting boards.” (158-165).
In contrast to Pliny, however, Virgil, who experienced both the civil wars that marked the
demise of the Roman Republic and the beginning of the Pax Augusta, stresses that discipline and order reign only as long as the bee
colony has a leader: “Their king safe, all are
of one mind; he lost, they break allegiance,
plunder the honey-cells themselves have
built, and break open the plaited combs.”
(212-213). Even civil war is not unknown to
the bees: “If they are gone forth to battle –
for often high swelling discord rises between
two kings, and at once and afar thou mayest foreknow the raging of the multitude and
the hearts beating fast for war; for a note as
of the hoarse brass of our Mars chides the
lingerers and a cry is heard that mimics broken trumpet-blasts […], they sally from the
gates; high in air the armies clash and the din
swells; gathering they cluster in a great ball
and come tumbling down, thick as hailstones
through the air.” (67-80). What a wonderful

The texts by Virgil and Pliny bear witness
to a profound interest in the bees’ life-cycle
and behaviour. Doubtless, much of what was
known about bees was the result of direct
observation, even if the gender of the leader
of a bee colony was not identified correctly and fanciful ideas about the non-sexual
procreation of bees abounded: “This custom
approved of bees may truly waken thy wonder,” Virgil notes, “that they neither delight
in bodily union, nor melt away in languor
of love, or bear their young by birth-throes;
but straight from the leaves, from the scented herbage gather their children in their
mouths.” (197-201). Furthermore, it was
thought that bees could be generated spontaneously from the decaying carcass of a
bull (bougonia) (Vergil, Georgics, IV, 281-314;
Varro, De Re Rustica, III, 16.4; with scepticism, Pliny the Elder, Hist. Nat., XI, 16, 23).
The ancient Romans were certainly not lacking in opportunities to observe the behaviour
of bees, as beekeeping was widely practiced,
on the one hand because bees “‘produce a
substance which, because it is the sweetest of
all, is acceptable to gods and men alike; for
the comb comes to the altar and the honey is
served at the beginning of the feast and for
the second table,’” and, on the other, because
honey was a profitable source of income: “‘I
have heard [our friend Varro here] tell the
story that he had two soldiers under him
in Spain […]. They were well-off, because,
though their father had left only a small villa
and a bit of land certainly not larger than
one iugerum, they had built an apiary entirely around the villa […]. These men never received less than 10,000 sesterces from
their honey.’” (Varro, De Re Rustica, III, 16.5,
16.10-11).
Correspondingly, the Roman agricultural
treatises, in which tradition the Georgics also
stand, deal in depth with the techniques of
beekeeping. Both Virgil and his contemporary Varro as well as Columella, who wrote
some 100 years later, provide instructions
pertaining to the choice of location, the seCQ
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lection of melliferous plants, the construction
of hives, the honey harvest and on methods
to ensure the bees’ health. In De Re Rustica, Columella recommends that the apiary
should be built “facing the sun at midday in
winter, far from the noise of men and beasts”
but as close as possible to the main building,
for “in beekeeping perfect honesty is necessary, and since this is very rare, it is better secured by the intervention of the master.” (IX,
5). It is also important that suitable melliferous plants such as thyme, marjoram, savory,
pines, holm oaks, ivy, fruit-bearing trees, and
lime trees, but not yew trees which produce a
bitter honey, should grow close to the apiary.
(IX, 4). Furthermore, water should be readily available, and “it should contain heaps of
sticks and stones” to provide the bees with
easy and safe access. (IX, 5). The hives (vasis
alveorum) should preferentially be made from
cork, fennel stalks or wood. Hives were also
made from clay, dung or bricks, but Columella advises not to use these materials. Up
to “three rows of hives” were placed “one
above the other” on a “bank made of stones
built three feet high” and protected against
frost and heat by a roof. (XI, 6-7).
The honey is harvested a first time “when the
solstice is passed and until the rising of the
Dog-star”, ie. between 21 June and 28 July,
and a second time before the autumn equinox. This honey, which the bees make from
“the dew-drenched flowers of thyme and
marjoram and savory” is “of the finest quality”. The honey which the bees gather after the
autumn equinox should be left in the hives as
they “are sustained by it” during the winter
months. (IX, 14). “The morning should generally be chosen for the removal of the honey.”
The bees are calmed by means of smoke and
a part of the honeycombs are cut out. In summer, “when the country still provides plenty
of food,” one-fifth of the honeycombs are left
in the hive; in autumn, “when the winter is
already causing apprehension,” one third is
left. “Old and defective honeycombs should
be removed, and those which are soundest and full of honey should be left, as also
those which contain young bees, so that they
may be preserved for propagating a swarm.”
The still warm honeycombs are broken into
pieces, thrown into a wickerwork basket or
a loosely woven bag and hung up in a dark
place. “Care must be taken” that those parts
of the comb that contain brood are removed
“for they have an ill flavour and corrupt the
honey.” The honey that flows out is filled into
earthenware vessels and the foam is skimmed
off; it is regarded as honey of the best quality.
Subsequently the combs are squeezed out to
produce a second quality honey. (IX, 15).
The honey sometimes found its way directly onto the table, as for instance in Martial’s
idealized description of country life, in which
CQ

he praises that man happy who can “open
up nets full with the spoils of the woods and
countryside in front of the fire place, and […]
pull in the leaping fish with trembling line,
and […] take out yellow honey from a ruddy
jar (flavaque de rubro promere mella cado).”
(Epigrams, I, 55.7-10). Honey was also often
fermented to produce honey wine (mulsum)
and used to sweeten foods and cakes.
In the oldest Roman agricultural treatise,
which is at the same time the oldest preserved
work in Latin prose, De Agri Cultura, which
was written by Cato the Elder in ca. 150 B.C.,
there are several recipes for honey cakes,
something that Varro finds quite laughable.
As his friends make fun of inappropriate
digressions by other authors, he chips in:
“‘Why, are there not many such items in the
book of the renowned Cato, which he published on the subject of agriculture, such as
his recipes for placenta, for libum, and for
the salting of hams?’” (I, 2.28). For us today,
however, these recipes are very valuable and
Columella, too, did not shy away from including many recipes in his De Re Rustica.
The cake called placenta thus derided by Varro is frequently mentioned in Latin literature
and was not only sacrificed to the gods but
also eaten in non-religious contexts. It was
often cut into quarters (secta quadra de placenta), for instance in a poem by Martial, in
which he wishes that at the kalends of March,
during which the Matronalia were celebrated,
“there be offered to thee [ie. Venus] at thy fair
altars many a quarter of parcelled cake (placenta).” (Epigrams, IX, 90.15-18). Indeed, the
quantities given in Cato’s recipe – 26 Roman
pounds, which is equivalent to almost 9 kg –
suffice to make a very large cake, of which a
quarter would easily make an offering worthy of a deity. It seems that smaller placentae
were also baked, for Horace mentions a certain Porcius, who made himself ridiculous by
swallowing the cakes whole (ridiculus totas
semel absorbere placentas). (Satires, II, 8.2425). We cannot be certain that all placentae
were made in the manner described by Cato,
but it is highly likely that they were mostly sweetened with honey. Such a placenta is
mentioned by Horace, who compares himself
to a priest's runaway slave who is fed up with
eating honeyed placentae and craves plain
bread (pane egeo iam mellitis potiore placentis). (Epistolae, I, 10.10-11).
Cato’s placenta is composed of several layers of pastry sheets and honey-cheese paste
which are wrapped up in a larger sheet of
pastry, placed on bay leaves and baked underneath a clay baking cover. (De Agri Cultura,
76). The cake has a simple, mild flavour and
a pleasant layered structure. In the following recipe, I have used one-eleventh of the
amounts proposed by Cato.

Placenta
For the tracta (pastry sheets) knead together
60 g semolina, 120 g flour and [100 ml] water. Roll out thinly, cut into tracta and brush
with oil. For the solum (outer sheet) knead
together 60 g flour and [35 ml] water. Roll
out thinly to form a circle. For the cheese
and honey filling, use 420 g ewe’s milk
cheese which should be fairly young and
not sour. It can be made according to the
recipe in CQ 3/2016 and used after 3-7 days
ripening. Soak the cheese in water three
times. Blend together with 120 g honey to
form a paste.

Lay out a circle of ca. 20 cm diameter with
oiled bay leaves and place the solum on top
of it.

Cover the solum with tracta and spread on
the cheese and honey paste.

Alternate layers of tracta and paste until
both are used up. End with a layer of tracta.
Fold the solum over the filling. Bake at 180 °C
for ca. 40 minutes. Drizzle the hot cake with
honey.
15
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Highlight

A Clear Symbol of Democracy
A marble head of a herm leads straight to the heart of Classical Athens
By Martin Flashar
The question of function is of course an important one. The head
must have surmounted a herm, as is evident from the neck, which is
almost rectangular in cross section (with rounded edges). The same
technical feature can be seen on the head of a herm in New York –
from the same period, incidentally – which has a similar braid motif
on the reverse and like this one is slightly under life-size (Metropolitan Museum, inv. 1992.11.61; formerly Thétis Collection, Geneva).
What political role did herms such as this one play, both in Athens
and in Ancient Greece generally? Certainly an important one – that
much is beyond dispute. As semi-anthropomorphic representations
of deities, herms had been widespread since the Late Archaic Period. The canonical herm took the form of a stone pillar with human
head, arm stumps, and phallus. The herm was primarily a boundary-, way- or place-marker; but as an image of Hermes it could also
be a cult object, often with some fertility-bestowing aspect, though
above all apotropaic. In other words, it was believed to ward off evil
and protect property.
In the late 6th century B.C., the Tyrant Hipparchos had some 130 to
150 herms erected as way-markers to mark the distance between the
polis of Athens and the individual demes. Their appearance thus coincided with an expansion of the road network in Attica. The Altar
of the Twelve Gods erected on the agora in Athens that counted as
“kilometre 0”, and hence as the (conceptual) centre-point of Attica,
should also be viewed in this context. And so Attic herms made the
transition from a primarily sacred sphere into a political one. The
concept of Athens as the centre and of Attica as the periphery was
ultimately a necessary preliminary to the tribal reforms of Cleisthenes, which in turn smoothed the way to the democratic system. That
the Hermes Agoraios, as a public deity in the centre of the polis,
gained in importance during this period is thus not surprising. Once
the tyrants had been deposed, the Hipparchic herms were removed
and replaced by new ones representing the changed order.
A BEARDED HEAD OF HERMES, once part of a herm. H. 25 cm. Marble. Greek, (probably
Attic), ca. 460-450 B.C. Formerly Coll. N. Koutoulakis, Geneva, 1950s-1960s.		
Price on request

This magnificent Greek head is a stroke of good fortune for archaeologists, art dealers, museums, and collectors alike, since it supplies us with
a rare example of Classical political sculpture and the important role that
it played. It owes its exceptional charisma in part to the theme, specifically the god Hermes, who in addition to the fillet binding his curly hair,
here sports a relatively long, carefully combed beard, clusters of curls at
the temples and at the back of his head a great mass of hair spilling over
the fillet along with strands from either side bound together in a braid.
The quality of the sculpture is striking. There can be no doubt that this
is an original Attic sculpture from the Classical Period. The fine-grained
white marble could be Pentelic in origin. Dating this work is thus not difficult. Clearly we are in the 5th century B.C. and right at the beginning of
the High Classical Period, meaning the years 460-450 B.C. – the “severe”,
box-like shape of the head an echo of the style of preceding decades.
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One of the most important consecrations of a herm on the agora
in Athens was that undertaken by Cimon (and fellow strategists),
who to mark a victory over the Persians in 476-475 B.C. had three
herms installed following a resolution by the people's assembly.
The prominent location of these deities and their reinterpretation
as (personalized) victory monuments had the effect of secularizing
herms; it also marked the maximum extent of the cult of the politician that this young democracy could bear. The old context, the
Tyrant’s visualization of the extent of his power, was thus recast
as a symbolic proclamation of victory by a democratic society,
making herms monuments to democracy par excellence.
This interpretation is confirmed in retrospect by the profanation
and mutilation of the herms one night in 415 B.C., when, in a
massive attack on democracy itself, the heads of numerous herms
in Athens were knocked off or otherwise vandalized. This act of
desecration was followed just a few years later by an oligarchic
overthrow (411 B.C.), and it is against this historical backdrop that
the head of a herm at the Gallery Cahn must be viewed.
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